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Do Images really do the Talking?
Analysing the significance of Images in Tamil Troll meme classification
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Abstract A meme is a part of media created to share an
opinion or emotion across the internet. Due to their popu-
larity, memes have become the new form of communication
on social media. However, they are used in harmful ways
such as trolling and cyberbullying progressively due to their
nature. Various data modelling methods create different pos-
sibilities in feature extraction and turn them into beneficial
information. The variety of modalities included in data plays
a significant part in predicting the results. We try to explore
the significance of visual features of images in classifying
memes. Memes are a blend of both image and text, where
the text is embedded into the picture. We consider a meme to
be trolling if the meme in any way tries to troll a particular
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individual, group, or organisation. We try to incorporate the
memes as a troll and non-trolling memes based on their im-
ages and text. We evaluate if there is any major significance of
the visual features for identifying whether a meme is trolling
or not. Our work illustrates different textual analysis methods
and contrasting multimodal approaches ranging from simple
merging to cross attention to utilising both worlds’ - visual
and textual features. The fine-tuned cross-lingual language
model, XLM, performed the best in textual analysis, and
the multimodal transformer performs the best in multimodal
analysis.

Keywords Feature Extraction ·Memes · Troll and non-troll ·
Transformer

1 Introduction

Easier internet access has aided social media platform users
in communicating and expressing their opinions about any-
thing without censorship [1]. Memes have been used to com-
municate over the last decade, representing users’ intentions
about specific topics. Memes come in a variety of forms,
including image, text, and video. They are frequently used
to disseminate knowledge, emotions, ideas, and talents. Be-
cause of their widespread popularity, government agencies
and industry professionals use memes on their social media
accounts to promote awareness programmes, advertise their
products and ideas, and so on [2]. A meme that is funny to
one person may be offensive to another. The main feature of
a meme is that it can be changed, recreated, and frequently
taken out of context for sarcastic purposes [3,4]. Several
memes, however, are created to denigrate people based on
their gender, sexual orientation, religious beliefs, or any other
opinions, which is often regarded as trolling and may cause
distress in the online community [5].
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Image with text (IWT) memes are the most popular
memes available on social media apps. IWT memes [6] make
decoding its intention or any other characteristics [7,8]. The
comprehensive analysis of IWT could elucidate the socio-
political and societal factors, their implications on cultures,
and the values promoted by them. One alternative to manu-
ally moderating memes on social media platforms is to create
automated systems that can determine whether a meme is
trolling or not.

IWT memes can be found in everyday conversations and
on all social media platforms. In multilingual countries like
India, where languages represent cultures, a meme could rep-
resent a culture and then be used to mock specific cultures
and lifestyles. We develop a multimodal approach to classify-
ing images and texts in IWT memes by employing pretrained
language models for texts and pretrained vision models for
images.

In a meme, attributes such as sarcasm, satire, and irony
are usually expressed in the captions, with the images being
referenced on occasion. As a result, we test a number of mul-
timodal approaches. The performance of these models is then
compared to the performance of transformer-based models
for code-mixed Tamil texts. In theory, when combined with
textual features during multimodal analysis, visual features
should improve the model’s overall performance. Despite
using transfer learning and smaller datasets (2500 images), it
was discovered that visual features had no direct influence on
overall performance in identifying memes that troll people.
This drop in performance could be attributed to the dataset’s
nature, as the dataset was obtained by scraping memes from
the Internet, which had texts written over the images, and
automated image transformation did not remove all of the
texts. We believe that the main issue that the models face is a
lack of data.

Our contribution are:

– We have created meme classification model for under-
resourced Tamil language.

– In this paper, we create architecture by avoiding the use
of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recur-
rent Neural Networks (RNN) in favour of a completely
attention-based architecture for both textual and visual
analysis (RNN). It was a pure transformer-transformer
architecture in which both image and text encoders ex-
tracted features using transformers.

– The model performs better than other previously pub-
lished research.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
shows previous work on analysing memes using unimodal
and multimodal approaches. Section 3 consists of a detailed
description of the datasets for our purposes. Section 5 talks
about the proposed model with Sections 5.1 and 5.2using uni-
modal and multimodal techniques respectively. We describe

the experimental results and error analysis in Sections 6 and
Section 7 respectively, and conclude our work and discuss
potential directions for our future work in Section 8.

2 Related Work

The analysis of the meme’s image falls under the purview of
computer vision. However, several methods and techniques
for simulating the human visual system have now been de-
veloped. The introduction of convolutional neural networks
[9] resulted in a breakthrough in this field. Object detec-
tion [10], image segmentation [11], biomedical applications
[12] and many more. Recent trends include generating high
quality images [13] and image translations [14]. Transfer
learning has simplified deep learning model training by trans-
ferring weights from larger tasks to smaller downstream tasks.
Moreover, studies show that transfer learning results and fine-
tuning models outperform training models from scratch [15].
Transformers for images significantly improved computer
vision through their attention mechanism on images [16].
These consider images as a series of patches and try to attain
the conventional attention mechanism on them. Many more
researchers followed this in their work of computer vision
for numerous other tasks.

As we try to analyse text in our task, we look into Natural
Language Processing(NLP). The final goal of analysing texts
is to perform repetitive tasks like summarization [17,18], lan-
guage translation[19,20], spam classification[21] and many
more [22,23]. NLP is performed by preprocessing texts and
converting them into meaningful numbers/vectors [24,25].
Bag of words [26] methodology was introduced to simplify
and retrieve information from the text. The point was to give
numbers and convert them into n-grams. For example, a bi-
gram would be a phrase with two words. Different words will
be added to the next n-gram, and the shortage of words is
handled by padding the n-grams. This extra data caused input
data to have more features, thus decreasing performance due
to the curse of dimensionality. It also assumed words are in-
dependent of each other. So every word was represented in a
vector space [27], providing a meaning to the words and thus
helped in sequential models. Nevertheless, the breakthrough
in NLP was with the introduction of attention mechanism
[28] on the sentences. The model performed immensely well
on almost all NLP tasks. Additionally, such models could be
fine-tuned for downstream tasks. The models had millions of
parameters and required higher computational power. In our
work, we try to accommodate transformers for text analysis.

Multimodal analysis is the interpretation and interpreta-
tion of qualitative data in projects that combine verbal and
nonverbal forms of information 1. It is the extraction of infor-

1 https://methods.sagepub.com/foundations/
multimodal-analysis

https://methods.sagepub.com/foundations/multimodal-analysis
https://methods.sagepub.com/foundations/multimodal-analysis
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mation retrieval process that accepts the joint representation
of all modalities used in the system. Because it combines
the properties of various aspects, it may appear that adding
more valuable data will improve results; however, this is not
always the case. It can also add constant noise and other
losses [29]. Our work focuses on the fundamental ideas un-
derlying how image and text data can be combined, as well
as the importance of multimodal analysis in the classification
of Tamil troll memes. There has been signinficant research
involved in multimodal analysis for hate speech detection
using models such as BERT and InceptionV3[30] and gen-
erating captions for images in order to improve context, and
hence relying on textual analysis [?]. Researchers developed
a multimodal sentiment analysis system by devising a deep
neural network that combines both visual and text analysis
to predict the emotional state of the user using Tumblr posts
[31]. This analysis highlights the significance of analysing
emotions hidden behind the user’s uploads based on their
day-to-day life cycle. Such sentiments can be discovered and
thus discarded or retained by the administrator based on the
application’s specific criteria. Several systems were submit-
ted as part of a shared task on classifying Tamil Troll memes
on Dravidian languages [5]. A total of ten systems were sub-
mitted to the shared task, with the majority of the researchers
treating it as a multimodal task, attempting to address the tex-
tual and visual features simultaneously by developing deep
neural networks that jointly learn from the features. Several
researchers have collaborated on the creation of multimodal
datasets for video, audio, and text. [32,33].

Our contribution is an extension of our previous work
[34]. This paper highlighted its architecture by avoiding the
use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) in favour of a completely attention-
based architecture for both textual and visual analysis (RNN).
It was a pure transformer-transformer architecture in which
both image and text encoders extracted features using trans-
formers. The model received a perfect F1 score of 1.0 on the
train and validation sets, but received an F1 score of 0.47 on
the test dataset due to the same issues discussed in Section 1.

3 Dataset

We use the troll classification dataset of Tamil Memes [35]. It
consists of 2,699 memes, of which most of the images have
text embedded within them. We were also provided with
captions for all images. Fig.1(a) and Fig.1(b) have the code-
mixed Tamil-English captions embedded into the image. We
have added these images for easier understanding. Fig.1(a)
tries to troll the pack of chips, stating that If you buy a packet
of air, 5 chips are completely free, while Fig.1(b) does not
intend to be trolling, only intending to sarcastically be apolo-
getic to girlfriend. The images are certain still frame from a

(a) Example of an image belonging to a troll class

(b) Example of an image belonging to non-troll class

Fig. 1: Examples of the dataset

movie or TV shows in Tamil languages. The distribution is
shown in Table 1. The dataset consists of two classes:

– Troll: A troll meme is an implicit image that intends to
demean or offend an individual on the internet.

– Non-Troll: A meme that does not intend to demean or
offend anyone on the internet is non-troll.

Class Train Validation Test

Troll 1,154 128 395
Non-Troll 917 101 272

total 2,071 229 667

Table 1: Dataset Distribution

4 Motivation

Internet trolls are gaining increasing power in society as a
result of the rapid rise of social media. A troll farm is a group
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Fig. 2: Architecture of Adversarial learning

of internet trolls who are paid to spread particular information
or ideas. Troll farms are difficult to notice since the trolls
try to fit in with their surroundings. This study analyses if
troll farms can be identified using sentiment analysis on
Tamil memes and modelling it as a multi-modal analysis.
The project entailed gathering and categorising features from
photographs and words, as well as attempting to combine
their retrieved features. The findings of various combinations
of qualities show that there is no obvious link between the
photographs and the phrases. The models used are state of
the art and have been performing well in the benchmarking
datasets[36].

Trolling can be particularly painful, distressing, and in-
explicable for inexperienced or vulnerable Internet commu-
nity members who trust trolls, are emotionally involved, or
communicate private information; given the distributed and
asynchronous nature of online discussions, this may have
long-term consequences. Although clearly harmful, these
acts are popular and generally allowed, in part because liber-
tine beliefs prevalent on the Internet regard offensive speech
as a form of expression. Malicious users can utilise CMCs
to perform crimes like defamation, stealing other people’s
identities, and cyberbullying. To combat this, several online
communities incorporate identity verification methods and
restrict features that allow users to communicate with one
other at the same time. Even if trolling does not come as a
direct attack, it can still be a threat because it might appear in
subtler ways, such as as a tool to alter people’ ideas. Indeed,
the emergence of the Internet has enabled businesses, organi-

sations, and governments to openly distribute false rumours,
misinform and speculate, and engage in other unethical prac-
tises to polarise public opinion. It has been demonstrated that
the remarks of other users can impact a user’s attitude on
specific products or politics. Companies and political parties
who use reputation management services, i.e. those paid to
hijack people’s opinions on their behalf, might achieve more
popularity this way.The complexity of current social media
makes identifying and banning trolls a difficult process. Al-
though it is necessary to educate users about trolling, such
warnings do not lessen the occurrence.

5 Models

5.1 Textual Analysis

This section discusses the natural language models that are
used to determine whether a given meme is a troll or not
based on its captions. The Tamil Troll meme dataset [35] is
made up of two parts: images and captions, which are both
provided separately. Six pretrained language models have
been fine-tuned.

5.1.1 Bidirectional Encoder Representation Transformer
(BERT):

BERT is a language model that pretrains unlabelled data
using deep bidirectional representations [37]. Masked Lan-
guage Modeling (MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP)
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are the two pretraining strategies used by BERT (NSP). The
authors had masked 15% of the words that would be predicted
later during pretraining. Next Sentence Prediction predicts
whether a given sentence will follow the previous sentence.
BERT has been pre-trained on eleven downstream NLP tasks.
The tokeniser inserts unique tokens, [CLS] and [SEP], at
the beginning and end of each sentence during tokenisation.
During fine-tuning, we extract the output of the pooled layer
([CLS] token) to predict the test set. We make adjustments.
Multilingual BERT, a multilingual language model pretrained
for the top 104 languages available on Wikipedia, dumps.. In
mBERT [38], the high-resource languages are downsampled
to address the data imbalance during pretraining.

5.1.2 ALBERT

In today’s State of the Art (SoTA) LMs, there are hundreds
of millions, if not billions, of parameters. The memory con-
straints of computational hardware such as GPUs or TPUs
would restrict our ability to scale the models. It was also
discovered in the BERT-large model (340M parameters) that
increasing the number of hidden layers can lead to poor per-
formance. Several approaches to parameter reduction have
been used to reduce the size of models without affecting
their performance. As a result, ALBERT: A lite BERT[39]
was proposed to use self-supervised language representa-
tion learning for language representation learning. ALBERT
solves the problem of high memory usage by implementing
multiple memory reduction strategies, such as Factorized
Embedding Parameterization, cross-layer parameter sharing,
and Sentence Ordering Objectives.

5.1.3 XLM-RoBERTa:

XLM-RoBERTa is a multilingual language model that im-
proves its overall performance in cross-lingual understanding
through the use of self-supervised techniques. XLM-R has
been pretrained on over 2.5 TB of unlabeled data, with a
focus on low-resource languages. XLM-R outperforms its
siblings, RoBERTa and XLM, by employing BPE (Byte-Pair
Encoding) as a preprocessing technique rather than the work-
piece tokeniser used in BERT. XLM-Ruses dual-language
modelling with Translated Language Modeling (TLM) pre-
trained over BPE to achieve cutting-edge results in a variety
of downstream tasks, outperforming BERT. There are three
language modelling strategies in XLM-R.
(i) Masked Language Modeling (MLM): This language
modelling is similar to the approach used in monolingual
‘Vanilla’ BERT.
(ii) Translated Language Modeling (TLM): To achieve
TLM, every training sample consisted of texts in two lan-
guages, with the intention that one model uses the context
of one language to predict the tokens of the other language

while retaining the same strategy of masking the words ran-
domly.
(iii) Causal Language Modeling (CLM): In CLM, a given
training sample is trained only based on the existence of pre-
vious words while not using any masking strategies.

5.1.4 XLM:

The XLM model was proposed in cross-lingual language
model pretraining [40]. For different languages, this model
employs a shared vocabulary. Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) was
used to tokenize the text corpus. The goal of Causal Language
Modelling (CLM) is to maximise the likelihood of a token xt

to appear at the tth position in a given sequence. Both CLM
and MLM perform well on monolingual data.

5.1.5 Multilingual Representations for Indian languages
(MuRIL):

MuRIL is a language model that focuses on Indian languages,
which is not observed in other multilingual models, as the
latter are pretrained over hundreds of languages, inherently
resulting in the smaller representations of Indian languages
[41].MuRIL, which supports 17 Indian languages including
English, was introduced to address the low representations
in other multilingual language models. It is based on the
architecture of the BERT base model, with the only differ-
ence being the pretraining strategies and data used. MuRIL,
like XLM-R, employs both supervised and unsupervised
language modelling approaches, with conventional MLM
employing monolingual data for pretraining and TLM em-
ploying both translated and transliterated document pairs
during pretraining. To smooth the data and address data im-
balance during pretraining, low-resource data are upsampled
while high-resource data are downsampled. The model is
pre-trained from the ground up using Wikipedia2, Common
Crawl3, PMINDIA4 and Dakshina corpora [42].

5.1.6 Roberta

RoBERTa [43] is a robustly optimised BERT-based model.
The key difference is in the masking technique. Because
BERT only performs masking once during the input process-
ing phase, which is essentially a static mask, the final model
tends to see the same type of masks across multiple training
rounds. RoBERTa was designed to create a dynamic mask
within itself, changing the masking pattern with each input

2 https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/
wikipedia

3 http://commoncrawl.org/the-data/
4 http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/

indic-multilingual/index.html

https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/wikipedia
https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/wikipedia
http://commoncrawl.org/the-data/
http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/indic-multilingual/index.html
http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/indic-multilingual/index.html
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sequence, which was critical for pretraining. Byte-Pair En-
coding (BPE)[44] was a hybrid encoding between character
and word level encoding that allows for easier management of
large text corpora by relying on subwords rather than whole
words. The model was built to predict the words using an
auxiliary NSP loss. Even BERT was trained on this loss, and
it was discovered that without it, pretraining had a negative
impact on performance, with significant reductions in QNLI
and MNLI scores.

5.1.7 TaMillion BERT:

TaMillion BERT is a monolingual language model that fol-
lows the architecture of Efficiently Learning an Encoder that
Classifies Token Replacements Accurately(ELECTRA)[45]
pretrained on 11GB of IndicCorp Tamil5 and the Wikipedia
dumps6 (482 MB) as of October 1, 2020. We use the sec-
ond version of TaMillion BERT, which has been pretrained
on TPU with 224,000 steps. On classification tasks, this
model significantly outperforms mBERT [38]. ELECTRA,
like GANs, is an architecture that has been trained to distin-
guish between fake and real tokens.

5.1.8 XLNet

BERT performed admirably on virtually every assignment
involving language modelling. Because it could be fine-tuned

5 https://indicnlp.ai4bharat.org/corpora/
6 https://ta.wikipedia.org

for any subsequent challenge, it was a game-changing model.
However, even this had some flaws of its own. BERT was
designed in such a way that it replaces random words in
phrases with a specific [MASK] token and attempts to guess
what the original word was. During the process, XLNet[46]
raised several serious concerns. During fine-tuning the model
and other downstream operations, the [MASK] token that
was used during training would not display. However, for-
getting to replace [MASK] tokens at the end of pretraining
could exacerbate the problem. Furthermore, when the input
sentence has no [MASK] tokens, the model finds it difficult
to train. BERT also makes forecasts separately, which means
it is unconcerned about the dependencies between them.

XLNet uses Auto Regressive language modelling to es-
timate the probability distribution of a text corpus without
using the [MASK] token and making parallel independent
predictions. It is accomplished through AR modelling, which
provides an acceptable method for defining the product rule
of factoring the expected tokens’ joint probability. XLNet em-
ploys a type of language modelling known as ”permutation
language modelling,” in which tokens for a given sentence
are predicted in random order rather than sequential order.
For all input combinations, the model is forced to learn bidi-
rectional model relationships. It should be noted that it only
permutes the factorization order, not the sequence order, and
that positional embedding is used to reorganise and restore
the original form.

The model is fine-tuned for sentence classifier for se-
quence classification, and it predicts sentiment rather than

https://indicnlp.ai4bharat.org/corpora/
https://ta.wikipedia.org
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tokens based on the embedding. The architecture of the XL-
Net is based on the transformer XL[47]. The transformer
adds recurrence to the segment level rather than the word
level. As a result, fine-tuning is achieved by caching the hid-
den states of previous states and using them as keys or values
in the current sequence. The transformer employs relative
embedding rather than positional embedding by recording
the relative distance between the words.

5.1.9 Language-agnostic BERT Sentence Embeddings
(LABSE):

LABSE are created by modifying a multilingual BERT. Un-
like previous multilingual language models that were used
to generate English sentence embeddings by fine-tuning pre-
trained BERT, these models were not used to generate multi-
lingual sentence embeddings. The LABSE model will now
combine MLM and TLM pretraining with a translation rank-
ing task utilising bi-directional dual encoders [48]. To train
the cross-lingual embedding space productively, LABSE sup-
ports 109 languages that use the approach of adopting a
pre-trained BERT encoder model to dual encoder model.

Because of their extensive pre-training on massive datasets,
all of the models used here are extremely powerful in han-
dling Tamil texts. These transformers would improve the
results of categorising memes based on their texts. Millions
of trained parameters in these transformers can contribute
significantly to our downstream task. Cross-Lingual models
such as XLM and XLM-R were used because the representa-
tions of one language influence the predictions of another. As
a result, these models perform admirably with code-mixed
and roman script.

5.2 Multimodal Analysis

We hope to improve the test results by extracting features
and including them with the images. When the features of
text and images are encoded, they can be combined in a
variety of ways. We try to focus on the most popular architec-
tures used in multimodal analysis and experiment with the
hyperparameters to get the best model out of them.

5.2.1 Concatenation

Concatenation is a simple method for combining features. Im-
ages are fed into a model fine-tuned for this task after being
trained on the ImageNet dataset [49], and embedded texts are
fed into a multilingual text model that is fine-tuned to obtain
the features. The outputs of both sections are then merged by
stacking one on top of the other to obtain binary classifica-
tion predictions. Advanced models compete in the ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [50]
competition, with the goal of classifying millions of images

into thousands of classes. Users fine-tune those pretrained
models on other downstream tasks, reducing computation
power usage and training time. The vision transformer [16]
is one of these models. Continuing with the sentence analogy,
instead of 1D token embeddings as input, ViT receives a
sequence of flattened 2D patches. If H, W are the image’s
height and width, and (P, P) is the resolution of each patch,
then N = HW/P 2 is the transformer’s effective sequence
length. The patches are then projected linearly and multiplied
by an embedding matrix to form patched embeddings. The
patches, as well as position embeddings, are routed through
the transformer. In addition, a [CLS] token is appended to
determine the class. The number of classes would be the
hidden shape used to encode the features in this case. The
same token is used to determine the encoded shape as well
as to extract features from the text using multilingual BERT.
The encoded parts are combined to form a single layer with
the shape of the encoded image + encoded text shape. This
encoded text is then carried over to a single output determin-
ing the probability of the text being Troll or Non-Troll. The
architecture is shown in Fig.4.

5.2.2 EmbraceNet

For multimodal classification, citechoi2019embracenet, a ro-
bust deep learning architecture, was used. In addition, an
extra layer of multi-head attention was used to blend the
features. Instead of feeding a whole image, the architecture
suggested feeding half of the images, either vertically or hor-
izontally cropped, into two distinct models. Because memes
can contain multiple images, dividing the photos into halves
increases the likelihood of dividing several images. To extract
features, the photos were split vertically down the middle
and loaded into various imagenet models. The text was run
through a multilingual transformer, as is customary. The
model generates three outputs: two from images and one
from text. Using multi-head attention, these three were com-
bined using encoded text as a query and encoded halves of the
images as keys and values. The output of this layer was fed
into linear layers, which generated classification probabilities
to determine whether memes were trolls or not. Multi-Head
Attention is a concept in which multiple workers, referred
to as heads, perform self-attention tasks at the same time. It
is also known as scaled dot-product attention, and it is cal-
culated mathematically using three vectors from two image
encoders and one text encoder, Query, Key and Value vectors.
Key and Value assume dimensions dk and dv respectively.
A softmax function is applied on the dot product of queries
and keys to compute the weights of the values. In reality,
the attention function is computed continuously on a set of
queries and then stacked into a matrix Q, being packed into a
matrix Q. The Keys and Values are packed into matrices K
and V. The matrix of outputs is computed as follows:
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Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V (1)

This equation represents a single head of self-attention. Sim-
ilarly, multiple heads are parallel, and each head computes
a different set of attention weights and outputs. The archi-
tecture of EmbraceNet is shown in Fig.3. We use different
image encoders for EmbraceNet. There are many models
which attained state of the art. We mainly focus on VGG,
ResNet and InceptionV3.

– VGG: TThe impact of convolutional neural network depth
on accuracy is the primary focus of this [52] design. Fol-
lowing preprocessing, the input photos are routed through
these weight layers. The training images are sent through
a stack of convolution layers. There are 13 convolutional
layers and three fully linked layers in the VGG16 archi-
tecture. Instead of large filters, VGG has smaller (3*3)
filters with greater depth. It now has the same effective
receptive field as if it had only one 7 7 convolutional
layer. Another VGGNet variant has 19 weight layers,
16 convolutional layers, 3 fully connected layers, and
the same 5 pooling layers. In both variations, VGGNet
has two completely connected layers with 4096 chan-
nels each, followed by another fully connected layer with
1000 channels to predict 1000 labels. Softmax layer is
used for categorization in the last fully linked layer. We
use the VGG-19 to evaluate the scores.

– ResNet: This design [53] introduces the concept of the
Residual Network to solve the vanishing/exploding gradi-
ent problem. In this network, we use a technique known
as skip connections. The skip connection skips a few
stages of training and connects directly to the output.
We let the network fit the residual mapping instead of
allowing layers to learn the underlying mapping. The cre-
ation of a network is the result of stacking these networks.
ResNet-50 is formed by stacking 50 such networks. Such
networks have proven to be effective for a variety of
backbones, including object recognition [54] and image
classification [55].

– Inception: Inception Networks (GoogLeNet/Inception v1
[56]) have been shown to be more computationally effi-
cient than VGGNet, both in terms of the number of param-
eters generated and the cost incurred (memory and other
resources). When changing an Inception Network, spe-
cial care must be taken to ensure that the computational
advantages are not lost. As a result of the unpredictable
efficiency of the new network, adapting an Inception net-
work for multiple use cases becomes a challenge. In an
Inception v3 [57] model, several strategies for improving
the network have been proposed to loosen the restrictions
for easier model adaptation. Among the approaches used
are factorised convolutions, regularisation, dimension re-
duction, and parallelized calculations.

5.2.3 Multimodal Transformers

This is a concept that was created to achieve cross attention
between two different modalities [51]. The text encoder was
XLM-Roberta [58], which was trained on the 100 languages
Common Crawl dataset, and the image feature extraction was
ResNet [59] with 152 layers, followed by linear transforma-
tion to match the word embedding size of the text encoder.
The next type of attention is multihead cross attention, which
is similar to the conventional multi-head attention described
in the previous section. The first step was to create word
representations for each image that were attentive. If Q is the
query and K is the key, then R is given by,

A = LN(Q+Attention(Q,K,K)) (2)

R = LN(A+ FFN(A)) (3)

where, LN is a layer normalisation and FFN is feed forward
network. Similarly attentive image representations are gener-
ated for each word which now takes in K as query and Q as
key, and is represented by I,

Z = LN(K +Attention(K,Q,Q)) (4)

I = LN(Z + FFN(Z)) (5)

Finally, both the representations were concatenated and sub-
jected to average pooling to then get the probability of the
class as shown in Fig.5.

5.2.4 Adversarial Learning

This type of concept was initially developed by simultane-
ously training two models: a generative model G that captures
the data distribution and a discriminative model D that esti-
mates the probability that a sample came from the training
data rather than G [13]. Adversarial learning is a two-player
minimax game in which one player tries to minimise its loss
while increasing the loss of the other player and vice versa.
The idea originated with the goal of image generation, and
this process can be used in multimodal analysis to test how
well texts are classified. Using a transformer, we create a
generative model G for Tamil text classification. As shown in
Fig 2, this generator returns a value indicating the likelihood
of the text being troll or non-troll.

G uses multilingual BERT for encoding, and the model
is followed by linear layers and ReLU activation functions,
yielding a single probability with sigmoid activation indicat-
ing the text class. D begins with an ImageNet model, such as
ResNet [59], for image encoding, and is followed by linear
layers with a ReLU activation function. The two models are
linked by the fact that the probability of G is concatenated
with the encoded image features and then subjected to a sin-
gle probability that indicates how accurate the prediction of
G was. The two models compete with each other to learn the
parameters. To predict the classes, the test set was fed into
the only G.
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Team Name Precision Recall F1-Score

Our Approach 0.60 0.58 0.57
Codewithzichao [51] 0.57 0.60 0.55
IIITK [1] 0.56 0.59 0.54
NLP@CUET [60] 0.55 0.58 0.52
SSNCSE NLP [61] 0.58 0.60 0.50
Simon [62] 0.53 0.58 0.49
TrollMeta [63] 0.45 0.41 0.48
UVCE-IIITT [34] 0.60 0.60 0.46
HUB [64] 0.50 0.54 0.40
IIITDWD [2] 0.52 0.59 0.30

Table 2: Comparisons of the existing models developed for the Tamil Troll meme dataset, as a part of the shared task [5]

Model Troll Not-troll Overall

P R F1 P R F1 Acc Wavg(P) Wavg(R) Wavg(F1)
mBERT 0.60 0.95 0.73 0.55 0.08 0.14 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.49
DistilmBERT 0.60 0.88 0.72 0.51 0.17 0.26 0.59 0.56 0.59 0.53
XLM-R base 0.60 0.90 0.72 0.52 0.15 0.23 0.59 0.57 0.59 0.52
XLM 0.62 0.81 0.70 0.52 0.29 0.37 0.60 0.58 0.60 0.57
MuRIL 0.60 0.85 0.71 0.49 0.19 0.28 0.58 0.56 0.58 0.53
TamillionBERT 0.42 0.36 0.39 0.59 0.65 0.62 0.53 0.52 0.53 0.52
LABSE 0.50 0.20 0.29 0.61 0.85 0.71 0.59 0.56 0.59 0.54
ALBERT 0.59 0.74 0.70 0.48 0.20 0.27 0.51 0.50 0.53 0.52
RoBERT 0.59 0.87 0.69 0.50 0.13 0.20 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.51
XLNeT 0.59 0.88 0.70 0.52 0.15 0.23 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.52

Concatenation 0.60 0.98 0.74 0.60 0.03 0.06 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.47
Multimodal Transformers 0.61 0.75 0.67 0.46 0.31 0.37 0.61 0.57 0.60 0.55
EmbraceNet 0.60 0.95 0.74 0.56 0.09 0.15 0.60 0.58 0.60 0.50
Adversarial Model 0.59 0.96 0.73 0.39 0.03 0.06 0.58 0.51 0.58 0.46

Table 3: Results of Textual architectures and Multimodal architectures considering both images and texts

6 Results and Analysis

All the experiments were conducted on Google Colaboratory7

accelerated by GPU. For the textual analysis, the transformers
were fine-tuned with an optimal learning rate of 2e-5 with
Adam optimiser and warmup with the scheduler. The batch
size used was chosen among 16,32, and 64 sets according to
the computational power. The results of the test set can be
observed in Table 5.2.3. Among all the transformers, XLM
scored the highest with a weighted F1 score of 0.57 and next
to it is the Language agnostic BERT with a weighted F1 score
of 0.54. We have listed the heatmap of the confusion matrix
of XLM in Fig.6. In other textual models, we observe that
the performance of the models is quite similar to each other.

Surprisingly, the Adversarial Model and Concatenation
have the lowest scores among the multimodal techniques.
Because transformers are massive models with millions of
parameters, it’s difficult to train them perfectly for small
datasets. It used thousands of phrases and overfits both the
training and validation sets by more than 0.9. The test set
findings, on the other hand, are lower due to the models’
substantial variation.

7 https://colab.research.google.com/

Fig. 6: Heatmap of Confusion matrix for the best performing
model

In comparison to the submitted systems for the Tamil
Troll meme detection shared task, and we observe that the
text-based unimodal models perform better than multimodal
models, as we achieve the best-weighted F1-Score among
all the teams. The scores of all the teams are listed in Ta-

https://colab.research.google.com/
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Fig. 7: Losses during training

ble 2. Most of the teams submitted unimodal systems that
relied on pretrained natural language models to capture its
textual features [1], while some teams resorted to multimodal
approaches that performed worse than the textual models
[51,64,60]. The use of images could have improved the out-
come if the images contained valuable features that could
predict the probability. The results in Table 3 show that there
is no significant increase in the metrics. The Adam optimiser
was used to determine the exact optimal learning rate. The
Multimodal Transformers, on the other hand, received the
highest score, with a weighted F1 score of 0.55. The trans-
formers overfit the training and validation sets, and the cross
attention added more variance to the training set as well.
Despite the fact that the images were cropped in the centre
to remove the standard text at the top and bottom, the test
set had multiple images merged in them and text all over
the meme. The merged text was a significant disadvantage
because ImageNet models could not extract features due to
the difference in kernel size and the text present. The vision
models would dismiss them as mere noise. Even a sequential
feature extractor, such as a vision transformer, was unable
to extract features from the image’s embedded text. Thus,
images are an extra computation that contributes nothing to
the model in this task. It is preferable to analyse only the text
rather than combining both modalities. Textual analysis is a
preferred solution for Tamil Meme Classification, with both
computational power and performance as deciding factors.

7 Error Analysis

Textual models performed better than multimodal approaches.
One reason for this is that ImageNet-trained features are in-
adequate for detecting troll classes. ImageNet and ResNet
models are used to classify everyday objects such as people,
cars, and food. These items can be found in the meme collec-
tion, but they also have text and images embedded in them.

Fig. 8: Example image in the test set belongs to troll class

Fig. 9: Example image in the test set belongs to non-troll
class

Because these models are complex and deep, training them
without fine-tuning them results in a high level of variance,
which can lead to over-fitting. Higher-level information must
be extracted from the photos. The sample size of the dataset,
on the other hand, is one of the study’s shortcomings. The
dataset contains only 1154 training photos. According to the
analysis of the photos in the dataset, the emotion-related vari-
ables do not contribute to detecting troll or non-troll classes.
From Fig.8 & 9, it has been noted that both images and

facial expressions are almost the same however the classes
are different. Another reason is that few images in the test set
had only text embedded in all over the image which is shown
in Fig.9

8 Conclusion

This study investigates whether it is necessary to include
all modalities in a study. It is not always true that features
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Fig. 10: Example image with only the text embedded

from all types of data contribute significantly to outcome
prediction. Multimodal analysis topologies range from the
most basic vanilla concatenation model to the most complex
multimodal transformers with cross attention. None of the
multimodal models outperformed the textual model XLM,
which had a weighted F1 score of 0.57. It is important to con-
sider the distribution of the test set, and the types of photos in
the test set were distinct. This could have a significant impact
on the fine-tuning performance of ImageNet models. Taking
into account all modalities results in a massive improvement
in the outcome in some cases, and the processing power is
not squandered. In experiments like this one of meme cat-
egorization with limited data, it is always preferable to use
unimodal analysis rather than multimodal analysis. We plan
to translate these works into other languages in the future.
This will be expanded to include other projects.
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